Are you ready for a change?
Learn real estate investing!
We are a community of real estate investors (with locations
nationwide) who are always looking for motivated people
that want to learn how they can become financially independent. We build our teams with folks who have the drive and
determination to make a change!
Real estate investing can be a very lucrative venture *if* you
know what you are doing. Learning how to find deals and
make money is something most people consider only possible
with years of experience and a ton of cash. Neither are necessarily true and we can show you how this can be a realistic
and attainable goal.
If you are someone who's ready to make a change, please
send your full name along with your contact phone number
and email and I'll contact you within the next 24 hours (48
hours if on a weekend). We'll go over your interests and goals
to see if there's a good match!

To start on your new path, text or call me at:
916-542-9421

The Society Page
By Gene Mahoney

Poptone Ft. (members of Bauhaus,
Love & Rockets), 5/15. Smokepurpp,
5/17. Minus the Bear, 6/10.
XXXXXXXXXX

Russian Hill Upholstery & Décor is still
located in Nob Hill, not Russian Hill.
XXXXXXXXXX
If I wasn’t a bitter, middle-aged
misanthrope who never goes out
anymore, I’d head on down to the
Contemporary Jewish Museum in SoMA
and check out their Rube Goldberg
exhibit (through July 8th).
Though best known for his humorous
cartoons depicting simple tasks being
performed by unnecessary elaborate
technology, Goldberg also created
numerous comic strips that, unlike the
vast majority of strips that don’t know
when to get off the stage, had limited
lifespans. They include “Foolish
Questions” which always ended with a
sarcastic answer and “I Never Thought
of That” where those five words were
uttered in each strip’s last panel
(here’s one: a guy spends the first two
panels complaining how horrible the
cigar he’s smoking is, the third panel
has someone peek his head in a window
and ask him, “Why don’t you throw it
away?”, and the last panel shows him
doing just that and saying, “I never
thought of that.”)
Goldberg got his start as a sports
cartoonist for the San Francisco
Chronicle, then left his hometown for
New York, where he stayed until his
death in 1970.
If you can’t get enough of Rube after
the exhibit, buy a book I checked out
of the library as a kid a dozen times.
It’s called “Rube Goldberg: His Life and
Work” by Peter C. Marzio.
XXXXXXXXXX
At the Warfield: Peter Hook & The
Light (performing the “Substance”
albums by Joy Division and New Order),
with El Ten Eleven, 5/12. MGMT, 5/15.
John Prine, 5/24… At the Masonic
Center: Dr. Jordan Peterson, 5/7. Tom
Jones, 5/29. Todd Rundgren’s Utopia,
5/30. Social Distortion, 6/1. Miranda
Sings, 6/2… At the Regency Ballroom:

At the Commonwealth Club: Robert F.
Kennedy, Jr. – Lessons I Learned From
My Family, 5/21… At the Vogue
Theatre: “Chappaquiddick.”
XXXXXXXXXX
At the Fox Theatre in Redwood City:
Asleep at the Wheel, 5/20. Rodney
Atkins, 5/23. Broadway by the Bay
Presents Million Dollar Quartet, 6/8 –
24… Maker Faire Bay Area, San Mateo
Event Center, 5/18 – 20… Crossroads
of the West Gun Show, Cow Palace,
Daly City, 6/9 – 10… In the Groove: A
History of Record Players, the
Museum of American Heritage, Palo
Alto, through 8/19… The Classic Toy
Museum & the Banned Toy Museum,
Burlingame Museum of PEZ
Memorabilia, ongoing.
XXXXXXXXXX
It seems that all the snowflakes (or
cry-bullies) in the arts and academic
world today have finally turned off
enough people when Mr. Politically
Correct himself, former Smiths lead
singer Morrissey, lashes out at their
P.C. B.S.

“The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich”
by William Shirer.
XXXXXXXXXX
If you read it in the Herald, you
probably know it already:
A new café has opened at 899 Hyde (at
Bush) where Coffee Cabin was for
about 20 years until it shut down a
while back. It’s called Crostini & Java,
owned by Russian emigrant Kirill
Semenov. This is his first attempt at
owning a dining establishment, he
promises “high quality coffee and
affordable food,” you can get beer and
wine there, and they close at 8pm.
Check it out.

Here’s a revised version of an article I
wrote for SanFranciscoHerald.Net a
few years ago. It’s running here as a
tribute to television producer Steven
Bochco, who recently passed away.

From New Musical Express:
“As far as racism goes, the modern
Loony Left seem to forget that Hitler
was Left wing,” said Morrissey. “But
of course, we are all called racist
now, and the word is actually
meaningless.
“It’s just a way of changing the
subject. When someone calls you
racist, what they are saying is ‘hmm,
you actually have a point, and I don’t
know how to answer it, so perhaps if
I distract you by calling you a bigot
we’ll both forget how enlightened
your comment was’.”
Morrissey is correct about the Nazis
being left wing, not right wing.
National Socialism wasn’t just a name,
but massive intrusion by the
government into the individual’s life.
Probably the best book about this is

''Ten-thirteen'' is the police-radio
code for ''assist patrolman.'' Too bad
there isn't a signal for ''assist
writers,'' because ''Hill Street Blues''
needs help badly.

That's what Tom Buckley wrote in the
New York Times when the TV cop show
Hill Street Blues premiered in January
1981. Here's some more of his brief
review...
An effort has been made to achieve a
sense of gritty reality with tight
hand-held camera shots, garish
lighting and the technique used by

Robert Altman of having the
characters frequently step on one
another's dialogue, further confusing
an already choppy script.
Most - all? - critics vehemently
disagreed with Mr. Buckley, which
caused the show to attract a cult
following, get renewed for a second
season despite very low ratings, set the
record for most Emmy nominations in
TV history, and begin its second season
with a respectable position on the
Nielsen chart. (Though its ratings
improved, the show never finished a
season in the top twenty.)
I recall watching the first episode of
Hill Street Blues thirteen months into
the 1980s. I had expected to see a runof-the-mill '70s-style cop show with
predictable dialogue, cookie-cutter car
chases, shootouts you could set your
watch to, and scantily-clad women,
backed by some loud, obnoxious theme
song. Instead there was witty dialogue
(kind of half David Mamet – half James
L. Brooks), the occasional car chase,
shootouts you didn't see coming, and a
cast primarily comprised of people who
look like they work at a police station,
not on a police show. Another offbeat
touch was a melodic, jazz-influenced
theme song by Mike Post.
Hill Street Blues was born when
producers Steven Bochco and Michael
Kozoll were approached by NBC to
make a cop show - but they didn't want
to make a cop show, so the trade-off
with the network was for more artistic
control. The show takes place in the
Hill Street precinct, which is the most
crime-ridden area of the city. The
name of the city is never revealed,
though. If you did some police work of
your own - references to the
coasts, cars driving toward Interstate
90, and television station call letters
that begin with a W imply it takes
place in the Rust Belt, somewhere
around Chicago or Detroit. Steven
Bochco attended college at Carnegie
Mellon in Pittsburgh, home of a rundown district known as The Hill, which
might have had an influence on the
show.
Right around the time I started bingewatching reruns of the program online,
CNN asked a panel of television critics

and college professors (who study
media) a question. They wanted to
know what the most influential TV
show of all time was. Most of the
intelligentsia asked said it was Hill
Street Blues, because it paved the way
for realistic (note: not reality) shows
that appeared later (almost all on
cable). Programs like St. Elsewhere,
Homicide: Life on the Street, The
Sopranos, Six Feet Under, and Breaking
Bad. These shows were also influenced
by the Hill Street Blues model of
multiple, overlapping storylines that
last several episodes, as opposed to
the traditional one hour story where
everything gets neatly wrapped up at
the end. Today's cable shows don't
have to filter their language like the
'80s trendsetter did (“Sit down,
hairball!”, “Book this piece of dirt.”,
“What are you looking at, dirtbag?”,
“Stupid jerk!”). Despite language
restrictions, the show has held up
remarkably well. The only times it
feels out of date is when its characters
answer pagers, talk on pay phones, and
read newspapers.
Surprisingly, despite the fine quality of
the performances, no Hill Street Blues
cast member went on to success after
the show ended. Two possible
exceptions might be Betty Thomas,
who directed films such as The Brady
Bunch Movie and Private Parts, as well
as Dennis Franz, who was a regular on
Steven Bochco's '90s cop show, NYPD
Blue. Some guest stars did go on to
notoriety, though (Mimi Rogers, Lauren
Holly, Frances McDormand, Ron Silver,
and Forest Whitaker to name a few).
David Caruso occasionally appeared as
the leader of the Shamrocks, an Irish
street gang. I prefer those quirky
performances to his later work (a tough
but sensitive cop on NYPD Blue and a
Dirty Harry-wannabe on CSI: Miami).
Some people writing online about Hill
Street Blues have claimed that the
show's quality went downhill in its later
seasons. Personally, after watching
almost all the episodes (sans Season 4
and the latter half of Season 5, which
weren't available) I'd say that's true
with a small “t”. Seasons 2 and 3 seem
to be the best ones, and were the two
seasons I followed the show faithfully.
The reason I stopped watching the

program consistently in its later years
was that I wasn't as intrigued by it, as
the novelty had worn off. The quality
was still great, though.
Highlights of the series include “The
World According to Freedom,” which
introduced Captain Freedom, a man
who thought he was a super hero. His
swan song, “Freedom’s Last Stand” is
probably the standout of the show.
Dennis Franz joined the cast in the
sixth season and injected some new
life into the program. He played the
dedicated, non-congenial, basically
honest, but rule-breaking Detective
Norman Buntz. (It was his second run
on the show - in Season 3 he played a
corrupt cop for a few episodes.) In the
episode “What Are Friends For?”
there’s a scene that may be one of the
most disturbing ever shown on regular
broadcast TV. It's of Buntz's partner,
Detective Rodriguez, begging for his
life before being murdered. The scene
was deleted when it was broadcast on
Britain's Channel 4 (UK censors tend to
edit violence the way US censors edit
sex).
When I wrote this article in 2013 Hill
Street Blues was free on Hulu. You may
have a harder time finding it online
now. DVDs of the show have been
released in the past, but have sold
poorly.###
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Telegraph from Berkeley
By Ace Backwords
Welcome to 6th Street
For some reason tonight I’m thinking
about this friend of mine, Fearless
Frank, who I used to hang out with
back in 1976 when I was a 19 year old
homeless bum in San Francisco.
One afternoon me and Fearless Frank
were hanging out on 6th Street — the

traditional Skid Row in every sense of
the word. We were waiting to get a
free meal at the Gospel Soup Kitchen
on 6th Street. If you sat through an
hour-long sermon haranguing you for
being a God-less sinner who would burn
in hell if you didn’t believe in Jesus —
they would give you a bowl of soup and
a sandwich of unknown meat and a
bunch of day old pastries.
So me and old Fearless Frank are
waiting outside on the sidewalk with
the other bums for the soup kitchen to
open. On 6th Street Skid Row. Which
was a unique couple of blocks in its
own way. Next door to the Soup
Kitchen was a Glory Hole where people
could meet new friends. And there
were multiple porn stores where you
could buy porn mags or masturbate to
porn movies in 25-cent peep booths in
deep shame. And there were a bunch
of liquor stores and delis and
flophouses. And even a couple of seedy
bars and a discotheque where you
could dance and score drugs. Plus
several back alleys that you walked
down at your own peril. WELCOME TO
6TH STREET.
So me and Fearless Frank are hanging
out on the sidewalk waiting for the
soup kitchen to open. And Frank
notices this hubcap that was lying on
the sidewalk. God knows what it was
doing there. But this is Skid Row so you
never know what kind of junk will be
lying on the sidewalk.
So Frank just sort of gently kicks the
hubcap from the sidewalk into the
gutter. He meant no harm. Just
clearing the pathway of the sidewalk.
Unfortunately this black guy, who just
happened to be walking by, took great
offense at this. He shouted at Frank:
“WHY DID YOU JUST KICK THIS HUB
CAP AT ME???”
Frank tried to explain that he meant no
harm. But the guy could not be
placated. “YOU MOTHERFUCKER YOU
COULD HAVE HIT ME WITH THE
MOTHERFUCKING HUB CAP!!!”
So now Fearless Frank is sort of
cowering in fear. The guy picks up the
hub cap and waves it right in Frank’s
face. “YOU MOTHERFUCKER!!”

I’m just sort of standing beside Frank,
not sure how to react. The one thing I
remember, oddly, was that the guy was
wearing a totally orange suit. Orange
jacket, orange pants, orange widebrimmed hat. And he was sweating
profusely. As he waved the hub cap
menacingly in front of Frank’s face.
Frank is backed up against a brick wall.
And Frank is one of the nerdiest,
wimpiest guys you could imagine. The
classic campy queen. So you know he’s
not going to fight back. He’s at the
guy’s mercy.
Suddenly the guy takes the hub cap
and smashes it against the brick wall.
Inches away from Frank’s face. Then
he throws the hub cap into the street.
And stomps off in an angry, cursing
rage. “MOTHERFUCKER!!!”
Me and Frank stood there. And looked
at the indentation on the brick wall.
That could have been an indentation
on Frank’s face. And we both sort of
went:
“WHEW!!
And then we went into the soup
kitchen and got some soup and
sandwich and sermonizing.
Another day on Skid Row.###

A Gay Story
June 30, 2015 - Everybody is talking
about gay stuff this weekend. For a
variety of reasons. Here’s a gay story
for you.
In 1976 I hit the streets of San
Francisco for the first time. I was a
fucked up 19-year-old bum, basically.
Sleeping on the Fremont Street offramp and eating at St. Anthony’s every
day, this soup kitchen in the
Tenderloin. Somehow I hooked up with
this guy named Fearless Frank. He was
another homeless bum on the scene.
But he was kind and gentle and
harmless. Which is something you
couldn’t say about a lot of the
specimens in the Tenderloin. And he
had a good sense of humor. So we hit
it off. Physically he reminded me a lot
of Andy Warhol. Or a cracked
toymaker. And he played up the
swishy routine.

Originally he was from Utah from a
strict Mormon family. His family spent
a lot of money on various therapies to
“cure” him of his homosexuality. To
no avail. When he was 17 he got in a
drunken car crash and severely fucked
up the people he hit. His parents got
sued and lost every penny they had.
So he’s 17-years-old and he’s
bankrupted his family. That was the
kind of luck he had. Fearless Frank.
So he moved to San Francisco. The
great gay mecca. He had a couple
thousand bucks in his pocket. So he
rented out a room at the Fairmont
Hotel — this ultra-ritzy hotel on Nob
Hill. He ordered champagne and caviar
from room service every day for a
couple of days until his money ran out.
Then he hit the streets.
By the time I met him, Fearless Frank
had pretty much given up on life. He’d
panhandle enough money to buy a
little bottle of Thunderbird wine —
which was the skid row rot-gut booze
of choice during that period — and
drink himself into oblivion.
After eating at St. Anthony’s we used
to like to hang out and talk at this park
bench at the Benjamin Swig Pavilion at
5th and Market. In spite of it all, Frank
was still bemused by life. And he kind
of accepted with equanimity that he
was doomed. And he had the
fearlessness that comes from Not
Giving A Flying Fuck. I was completely
fucked up myself at the time. I Had
Issues. But I genuinely enjoyed
Fearless Frank’s company. We were
just a couple of kooks. And he had
more soul than a lot of people. If you
know what I mean.
Every afternoon Fearless Frank liked to
walk from the Tenderloin to the
Golden Gate Bridge. Just for
something to do. To kill time.
“When I walked across the Golden Gate
Bridge I’d look down and think of
jumping off the bridge and killing
myself,” said Fearless Frank. “But the
view was so beautiful I’d always decide
to walk back downtown to the
Tenderloin.”
Then one afternoon, Fearless Frank
didn’t come back.###
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SPOT
By Lee Vilensky

Every major hotel in SF has a cab
line, and each cab line caters to a
different clientele, and therefore a
different type of cab driver. The
Palace Hotel is traditionally the old
timers’ line. This used to be a money
maker, but dried up sometime in the
early ‘80’s. Old habits die hard and
older cabbies can still be seen
sleeping in the line, Chronicle
resting on their chests, dried spittle
on the corners of their mouths,
youth gone. The Nikko attracts
Middle Eastern drivers who park in
the line, then go eat at a variety of
nearby curry joints. The Kabuki is a
napping spot for Asian drivers and
the Downtown Hilton is for suckers
drawn in by its 7:30PM - 7:45PM
flurry of activity. Young cabbies like
to keep moving and rarely line up,
but a wise driver knows when to stop
wasting gas - stop chasing around
empty cabs. I like the cab line at the
Hyatt Regency. I line up there on
weeknights, or in cabbie parlance,
“play the Regency.” We say “play”
because it’s a game - a game of
chance. I invest my time (and time is
definitely money) in the hopes that 2
things will happen.
1. The line will move quickly
2. The fare will go somewhere far,
far away.
Major hotel cab lines come with
regular panhandlers. Between hotel
guests and sympathetic cabbies, it
can be a moneymaking endeavor for
someone sans job. The average
citizen may view a cab driver as
cold, callous and surly - the kind of
person least likely to give a handout,
and we generally are, but many of us
are a few short steps from
unemployed, or unemployable, and

can sympathize with someone who’s
fallen through the cracks. We take
care of our regular guys and brush
off the rest - the “Johnny Come
Latelys” who try and horn in on
someone else’s turf.
My line, the Hyatt Regency line, has
two panhandlers, both old-timers. I
only give money to one guy, because
the other will not accept coins. He
prefers folding money. So do I.
There’s a conflict. He’s a scary
looking hirsute gentleman, dressed
in rags and of indeterminate age,
whose menacing appearance is
greatly compromised by his Yiddish
non-sequiturs. He talks to God and
God talks back. Let him get a buck
from some other schlomozel, I can’t
give money to 2 guys at one
location.
My guy has been camped at the
Hyatt Regency for at least 18 years,
although I haven’t seen him in 2 or 3
months. I know this because he was
there when I started my cab career
18 years ago. He’s always in the
same exact spot, near the front of
the cab line, sitting facing the street
with his back against part of the
hotel’s front façade. He has a thick
beard, medium length curly hair,
and is usually wearing clean clothes
and hiking boots. The man always,
always reads a paperback, with his
cap out for money. He has regular
clientele from the office buildings
and the cabbies. He told me he used
to drink but stopped, so his party
days are over. I don’t think it was
much of a party.
About 5 years ago the man started
showing signs of his lifestyle. Before
this he looked so healthy I wondered
what the hell he was doing on the
street and why I was giving him
money. I’d seen him fight a bum,
much larger than him, who’d
attempted to take some change out
of his cap. He beat the man badly
with fists and feet and left him
dazed and hurt in the gutter. I
walked over, put some change in his
cap, and he said, “Your money’s
insured,” waving a scabby fist in the
air, then went back to reading a

book. Not long after this he started
having trouble with his speech. It
took him awhile to say what he had
to say, and what he said wasn’t
making sense. Then his right hand
was curled up into a claw and he
walked with a noticeable limp, no
doubt the effects of several strokes.
He’d worked himself into a state of
despair and disrepair, and I started
giving him quarters instead of dimes,
nickels, and pennies.
About a year ago I had my last
conversation with him, at least as of
this writing. I got out of my cab, put
some money in his cap and said,
“Man, you’ve been here a long
time.” He got excited and began
gesticulating wildly, trying to reply. I
had agitated him and he seemed
desperate to convey something to
me. All he could manage was, “This
is my spot, this is my spot!” I said, “I
know, you’ve been here a long
time.” He moved away from the
wall, pointed behind him and
sputtered, “This, this… is my spot.
My spot!” On the wall behind him,
where he’d sat for at least 18 years
reading, begging, living, was a dark
smudged outline of his back and
shoulders-a permanent shadow of his
sweat and toil. iHHHHHHis spot.
Nobody could question its ownership,
a perfect fit, a fingerprint. This man
had gone to work every day, MonFri., plus O.T., in sickness and
health, punched in, punched out,
like a Swiss movement. He made
Willie Loman look like a venture
capitalist, this B.B. King of
panhandlers.
I got back into the cab and awaited
my next fare, the seat cradling my
ass just so. Back to my poor excuse
for a job, the music career a distant
memory of free Budweiser and
clusters of notes and broken chords.
My screenplay unwanted by the
Sundance Institute, I’d settle for a
ride to the airport - any airport.
Back in the saddle - my spot.###
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Our Krav Maga Kids Class, come and try it.*

Get Fit, Have Fun,
Learn Self Defense for Life!

• Try our regular memberships,
• Women’s ONLY seminars,
• 6 Week fitness or Self Defense Challenge
or one of our other upcoming seminars.
• We also do corporate team building
seminars and small to large groups.
• We can design a program to meet the
needs of your group or employees.

Visit our website

www.kravmaga-sf.com
or

Come on in, to try out our
*FREE 1 week trial membership
Krav Maga SF

1455 Bush Street
San Francisco, Ca. 94109
415-921-0612

